
SOLOMON'S TEMPLE
2092a

Site of Construction:                                                                                    

Beginning Date:                                                                                    

Ending Date:                                                                                    

Time in Construction:                                                                                    

The House:  The Porch:

Length:             cubits.       Length:             cubits.      

Breadth:             cubits.      Breadth:             cubits.     

Height:             cubits.      Height:             cubits.       

“AND FOR THE HOUSE HE MADE WINDOWS OF NARROW LIGHTS."

The Chambers (built against the walls of the house):

Bottom:                cubits.     Middle:                cubits.     Third:                 cubits.

The upper chambers were overlaid with                                                  .

The Most Holy:

Length:                cubits.    Breadth:                cubits.     Height:                cubits.

The Most Holy was overlaid with                                                            .

The doors were made of                           tree wood, overlaid with                                    .

Question:  Is the “oracle” the same as “the most holy”?                             

The Vail:

The vail was made of                                                                                 .

The Doors for entering the “oracle, or Most Holy Place:
         

The two doors were made of __________ overlaid with _____________. 
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The Two Cherubim:

Made of wood from the                                        tree.

Height:                 cubits.                   Length of each wing:                    cubits.

They stood on                                                   .     They faced                                            .

The Candlesticks:

How many were there?                 .    They were made of                                               .

The Tables:

How many were there?                                 .

They were made of _________. (There may have been some tables of silver as well.)

The Incense Altar:

Made of wood from a                                             tree, and overlaid with                           .

The Molten Sea:

It was              cubits across, and               cubits high, and              cubits around.

It was                                     thick.

It contained                                                                                        baths of water.

It had two rows of                                                                                      around it.

It stood upon 12                                                                          .

What was the molten sea for?                                                                                             .
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The Brass Altar:  The Scaffold:

Length:             cubits. Length:             cubits.

Breadth:             cubits. Breadth:             cubits.

Height:             cubits. Height:             cubits.

The Bases:

How many bases were there?                          .

Length:                 cubits.      Breadth:               cubits.       Height:                cubits.

The bases were made of                                                 .

Every base had how many wheels?          .

The height of each wheel was                        cubits.

The Lavers:

How many lavers were there?                  .

The lavers were made of                                                     .

Each laver held                              baths of water.

What did the lavers sit upon?                                                                                     .

What were the lavers for?                                                                                                     .

"AND HE GARNISHED THE HOUSE WITH PRECIOUS STONES FOR BEAUTY."

The Two Pillars:

Height:             cubits.       They were                cubits around.

Height of the chapiters:                             cubits.

Height of the lily-worked chapiters:                            cubits.

The name of the right pillar was                                          

and the name of the left pillar was                                                       .
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The Walls:

The walls were made of                                                   , overlaid with                             .

The ceiling was made of                                                   , overlaid with                             .

The floor of the temple was made of planks of                                                             ,

 overlaid with                                                        . 

The inside of the house of God was overlaid with                                                              .

What was carved into the walls?

                                             ,                                          , and                                               .

The temple doors were made of                                                 -tree wood.

What was carved into the doors?

                                              ,                                                , and                                        .

These carvings were covered with                                                     .

  "Then David gave to Solomon his son all the pattern of the porch, and of the houses thereof, and
of the treasuries thereof, and of the upper chambers thereof, and of the place of the mercy seat, and
the pattern of all that he had by the Spirit, of the courts of the house of the LORD, and of all the
chambers round about, of the treasuries of the house of God, and of the treasuries of the dedicated
things."
                                                 1 Chronicles 28:11-12 


